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QUESTION 1

How does custom Java code and standard Java API libraries differ from Signed Agents when executing in a Notes
client? 

A. There is no difference. The signer of the XPage application will be checked against the ECL of the local workstation. 

B. The permissions of the XPage application signer are checked against the Java Security Manager FCL to determine if
the signer has permission to perform the operation. 

C. When the code is executed the Java Security Manager passes a permission check to the Notes Client ECL to see if
the XPage application signer has permission to perform the operation. 

D. Custom Java code and standard Java API libraries are not bound by the local ECL like Signed Agents are. The
runtime permissions are based on the XPage ECL which is contained in the XPage application. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A user ID can be uploaded to a vault if a parent certifier of the user ID has issued a vault trust certificate certifying its
trust of the vault and if the associated user\\'s effective policy has which of the following? 

A. A shared organizational unit certifier 

B. The user\\'s home server is the same as the vault server 

C. A Security Settings document that specifies the vault name 

D. The user is a member of a dynamic group specifying the vault name 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Halle, the Domino administrator, has been asked by Human Resources to retrieve an ID from the vault for a previous
user that is no longer listed in the Domino Directory. Which of the following represents the steps she must take to
retrieve this ID file? 

A. She must open the ID vault and search manually through the vault documents for the user ID in question 

B. She must register the user to create a new person document, apply the user policy for the IDvault, and then begin the
extraction process 

C. She must select any person record from the Domino Directory and manually type the name of the previous user
when prompted by the 

D. extraction process 

E. She must temporarily create a person record in the Domino Directory for the previous user name and then select that
person document to 
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F. retrieve the ID 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

When the Domino Attachment and Object service stores a ticket to a file attachment, in which of the following locations
is it stored in the document? 

A. As an attachment 

B. In the object header 

C. In the rich text body 

D. As a doclink notation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You have inherited a Domino domain with multiple vault servers. Which of the following designates the primary vault
server in your ID Vaults - Manage tool? 

A. A star 

B. A flag 

C. A checkmark 

D. An alternate color 

Correct Answer: C 
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